Rock N Roll Train
AC/DC

HERE ARE THE LYRICS AND CHORDS SOMEONE REQUESTED SO HERE IT IS!! HAVE FUN
THE CHORDS ARE THE SAME THROUGHOUT THE SONG
BY: STU RIDER
STANDARD TUNING

[Intro]
A D A D G D A (x4)

[Verse 1]
D
One hot angel   (A D A D)
A
One cool devil  (A D A D)
D
Your mind on the fantasy  (A D A D)
A
Livin on the ecstasy
A           G
Give it all, give it,
D
Give it what you got
A       G    D
Come on give it all a lot
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A          G
Pick it up move it
D                   A G D
Give it to the spot
D
Your mind on fantasy
D
Livin on ecstasy
[Chorus]
A
Runaway Train
  G      D             A        (A D A D)
(Running right off the track)
G
Runaway Train
  G      D             A
(Running right off the track)
D
Runaway Train
  G      D             A
(Running right off the track)
A        D
Yeah the Runaway Train
  G      D             A
(Running right off the track)   (A D A D)

[Verse 2]
(verse 1 chords)

One hot ringing bell
Old school rebel
A chance for the revelry, jam it up the agency
Shake it, take it
Take it to the spot
You know she make it really hot
Get it on, get it up
Come on give it all you got
Your mind on fantasy
Livin on the ecstasy

[Chorus]
A

Runaway Train

G   D   A   (A D A D)

(Running right off the track)

G

Runaway Train

G   D   A

(Running right off the track)

D

Runaway Train
(Running right off the track)
A        D

Yeah the Runaway Train
G      D             A
(Running right off the track)   (A D A D)

[Angus Guitar Solo]

[Verse 3]
(verse 1 chords)
One hot southern belle
Son of a devil
A school boy spelling bee
A school girl aint a fantasy
One hot ringing bell
Old school rebel
depend on the revelry
dialing up the agency
Shake it, take it
Take it to the spot
You know
She make it really hot Yeah
Get it on, get it up
Come on give it what you got
You must of sensed she liked it
[Chorus]

A

Runaway Train

G      D             A        (A D A D)

(Running right off the track)

G

Runaway Train

G      D             A

(Running right off the track)

D

Runaway Train

G      D             A

(Running right off the track)

A      D

Yeah the Runaway Train

G      D             A

(Running right off the track)   (A D A D)
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